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A steamy five-book set from USA Today bestseller Ember Casey. Includes an exclusive
extended series epilogue! Meet the Fontaines: Hollywood royalty. L.A.'s most notorious bad
boys. Permanent stars of the tabloids. And the wickedest, most devilish lovers around... This
set includes the complete Fontaines series plus special bonuses! THE SWEET TASTE OF SIN
(BOOK 1): To the rest of the world, Dante Fontaine is the ridiculously attractive oldest son of
the Fontaine family. To Ashlyn? He’s the guy who made her swear off men forever. She just
wants to run her bakery, heal her broken heart, and forget him. Buy Dante has other plans, and
this time, he has no intention of letting her go… THE LIES BETWEEN THE LINES (BOOK 2):
Emilia Torres has everything she’s ever wanted. After years of struggling to become an
actress, she’s finally caught her big break—a part opposite the hottest star in Hollywood, the
gorgeous and charming Luca Fontaine. But her biggest role might be the one she plays offscreen, where she and Luca pretend to be in love. The rules for their relationship are simple: in
front of the paparazzi, they play the perfect Hollywood couple. In private, their contract states
that all feelings—and sex—are absolutely forbidden. But what if the truth becomes hotter than
the lies? THE MYSTERY OF YOU (BOOK 3): When Edie Marshall meets a mysterious—and
drop-dead gorgeous—man in the woods just outside her small town, she has no idea that he’s
actually Rafe Fontaine, certified bad boy and black sheep of the Fontaine family. And she
definitely has no idea that their brief, passionate encounter will lead to her getting pregnant.
Can she trust her heart—and her baby—to Hollywood’s hottest bad boy? THE THRILL OF
TEMPTATION (BOOK 4): Maggie Blankenship is a hot mess—broke, unemployed, and down
on her luck. So when she’s offered the chance to fill in as an extra in a movie, she wonders if
her luck is changing. It turns out that the movie is being directed by Orlando Fontaine—the
intense and mysterious youngest brother of the Fontaine family. Sparks (and underwear) fly
between the pair of them from the start, but Orlando has a strict no-fraternizing policy on his
sets. As the heat builds between Maggie and Orlando, only one question remains—what’s the
cost of giving in to temptation? Plus TWO special bonuses: THE SECRET TO SEDUCTION
(full-length prequel): Felicia Liddle has eight days to seduce one of the notorious Fontaine
brothers. The only problem? Historically speaking, Felicia's way more likely to put her foot in
her mouth (or generally make an idiot of herself) than charm the pants off of anyone. Enter
Roman Everet: media mogul (read: billionaire), insanely sexy, and--oh yeah--Felicia's new
boss. He might hold the fate of her job in his hands, but he's more than willing to help her
become an expert in seduction... And an EXTENDED BONUS EPILOGUE! Keywords:
hollywood romance, romance boxed set, contemporary romance boxed set, new adult boxed
set, romantic comedy boxed set, romantic comedy, new adult, contemporary romance,
billionaire romance, family romance series, bad boy romance, alpha bad boy, billionaire bad
boy, second chance romance, second chances romance, secret baby, surprise baby,
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workplace romance, forbidden romance, fake relationship, fake romance, famous actor
romance
Simplified Chinese edition of Midnight Sun
An illustrated women's magazine; includes extracts from novels, short stories, reviews,
aphorisms, songs, philosophical discussions, and detailed descriptions of the latest clothing
fashions from London and Paris.
“A darkly delicious hero who had me laughing at his audacity. Vlad is as witty as he is swoony,
and as flabbergasting as he is delicious. Five stars!” - USA TODAY bestselling author, KD
Robichaux Eternal, immortal love. She knew me by another name when the world was young,
a name that strikes terror into the hearts of man and monster alike. My wife—the jewel of my
kingdom, cossetted in her gardens as a girl and raised to be the perfect queen—dared die in my
arms. But not until I drew from her an oath that she would be reborn. For millennia I have
walked in the sun and I have ruled the darkness, waiting. Some might even say I have gone
mad in my longing for what fate dared steal from my grasp. Until I hear her song and find a
treasure buried and forgotten. My Pearl. Reborn, delicate, damaged, and afraid. I, who love her
above all others, she does not recognize. My bride cowers as if I’d bring her harm. So she
must be wooed, healed, fed, lavished with every pleasure the modern world might offer. She
must learn that real love is everlasting, and though I may look every bit the monster, for her, I
will strive to be a perfect angel. THE RELIC contains the darkly romantic culmination of Pearl’s
HEA, featuring an insane demonic hero who is utterly captivated and sweet as the perfect
poison.

"Possessive. Protective. Territorial. Philip Murphy is exactly what I want in an
alpha-male!" - Lynda Chance, New York Times bestselling author Dark. Powerful.
Dangerous. Philip Murphy has all of Chicago under his thumb. Except her. Ella
met him in a perfect storm of violence and lust. He saved her and then
disappeared from her life. Now she pretends she never knew that kind of
darkness. Midterms and campus parties, that’s her focus, and she applies
herself with the hope they can wipe the slate clean. Then Philip turns up outside
her dorm room—wounded and barely conscious. He's the head of a criminal
empire, a powerful man, but he needs her now. There are traitors in his midst.
She can help him, but she can't fall for him. Not again. DEEP is a 75,000 word
novel of seductive and dangerous romance. It can be read as a STANDALONE
and ends with a happily ever after.
She needs his protection. He demands her surrender. Since the arrogant,
infuriatingly sexy brute spanked her like a little girl on her eighteenth birthday
seven years ago, Ellie has done her best to avoid Mason Malone, and he is the
absolute last person she wants to come crawling to asking for a favor. But with
her brother deep in debt to the wrong people and her life in danger, Ellie knows
Mason is the only one who can help her. Mason agrees to intervene, but the
rough, battle-hardened former Marine turned millionaire owner of a private
security agency is no knight in shining armor, and his assistance will come at a
high price. In return for his protection, Ellie will be made to surrender her body to
him utterly and completely, to be used anywhere, anytime, and in any way he
pleases. He will not be patient. He will not be gentle. He is going make her pay
for all the years she spent looking down her nose, pretending she was too good
for a guy like him. She will moan, plead, and cry out with pain, humiliation, and
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helpless, desperate need as he strips her bare, punishes her harshly, and then
takes her over and over, each time harder than the last. He is going to break her
in the most shameful way imaginable, and she is going to beg him for it.
Publisher's Note: Shamefully Broken includes spankings, sexual scenes, intense
and humiliating punishments, and strong D/s themes. If such material offends
you, please don't buy this book.
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Traditional Chinese edition of The Girl Who Circumnavigated Fairyland in a Ship
of Her Own Making, Amazon Best Books of the Month, May 2011 and winner of
Andre Norton Award. Ana Juan's illustrations conjure up the drawings of Lewis
Carroll's Alice's Adventures in Wonderland. And the story of a 12-year-old girl
from Nebraska who was spirited away to a fairyland by Green Wind has has the
feel of the classic. This book is bound to become a classic as well. In Traditional
Chinese. Annotation copyright Tsai Fong Books, Inc. Distributed by Tsai Fong
Books, Inc.
Traditional Chinese edition of Le Deuxième Sexe (The Second Sex)
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“Tingle all over as you turn the pages of this dark-meets-light utterly decadent
series!” Obsession will take you by the throat should you choose to dive within
these controversial pages. The infamous tale of Pearl’s capture and journey to
perfection awaits. All three books of the celebrated Cradle of Darkness series are
certain to sink their hooks deep and never set you free. Learn why #FreePearl is
tattooed on the bodies of readers. Enjoy the obsession, the jealously, the power,
and the plight. Binge read this passionate series and discover the angst, steam,
drama, and beauty of a terrible villain and the antihero who rules them all. Will
you #FreePearl? Includes: Catacombs, Cathedral, and The Relic. Keywords:
Vampire, capture fantasy, vampire romance, possessive alpha male dark
romance, Dark romance, psychological romance, gothic romance, paranormal
romance, dystopian, dystopian romance, complete power exchange, seductive
romance, Alpha Hero, Antihero, antihero romance, antihero dark romance,
Suffering Heroine, Obsessive Hero, abduction to love, Abuse of Power, beauty
and the beast, blackmail, passionate lovers, tortured heroine, tragic past,
unrequited love, sexually romantic books, series, romantic suspense, collections,
anthologies, jealous possessive romance, forbidden romance, hunted female,
angsty alpha romance, horror romance, romantic suspense, thriller, #freepearl,
standalone, guaranteed HEA
“Viciously compelling! Addison Cain's writing blows me away each time!” -NYT
Bestselling author Anna Zaires I shall adore her until my dying breath. I’ll lie to
her, coddle her—offer Sigil her every heart’s desire. I will give her the child she
craves. The last female of our species is my obsession, my love… my only reason
for what shall be an utterly bloody galactic war. Publisher's Note: The first book in
Addison Cain's exciting, raw, and suspense-filled Irdesi Empire series is a
Reverse Harem Dark Romance featuring complete power exchange. If such
material offends you, please do not purchase. Keywords: Space Opera
Romance, polyamory, ménage, possessive alpha male dark romance, Dark
romance, psychological romance, gothic romance, paranormal romance,
dystopian, dystopian romance, complete power exchange, seductive romance,
A/B/O, Alpha Omega. Alpha Hero, Antihero, antihero romance, antihero dark
romance, Suffering Heroine, Obsessive Hero, abduction to love, Abuse of Power,
beauty and the beast, blackmail, passionate lovers, tortured heroine, tragic past,
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unrequited love, virgin, sexually romantic books, series, romantic suspense,
collections, anthologies, jealous possessive romance, forbidden romance, hunted
female, angsty alpha romance
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Shamefully Broken: a Dark Romance
Musaicum Books presents to you this unique collection, designed and formatted to the
highest digital standards and adjusted for readability on all devices. Content: Bram
Stoker: Dracula The Squaw… John William Polidori: The Vampyre James Malcolm
Rymer & Thomas Peckett Prest: Sweeney Todd, the Demon Barber of Fleet Street
Washington Irving: The Legend of Sleepy Hollow Rip Van Winkle Edgar Allan Poe: The
Cask of Amontillado The Masque of the Red Death The Premature Burial Mary Shelley:
Frankenstein The Mortal Immortal The Evil Eye Gaston Leroux: The Phantom of the
Opera Marjorie Bowen: Black Magic Oscar Wilde: The Picture of Dorian Gray Henry
James: The Turn of the Screw The Ghostly Rental… H. P. Lovecraft: The Dunwich
Horror The Shunned House… Charles Dickens: The Mystery of Edwin Drood The
Haunted House… Wilkie Collins: The Haunted Hotel The Woman in White Richard
Marsh: The Beetle Arthur Conan Doyle: The Hound of the Baskervilles The Silver
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Hatchet… Joseph Sheridan Le Fanu: Carmilla… Arthur Machen: The Great God Pan…
William Hope Hodgson: The Ghost Pirates The Night Land E. F. Benson: The Room in
the Tower The Terror by Night… Nathaniel Hawthorne: The Birth Mark The House of the
Seven Gables… Thomas Hardy: What the Shepherd Saw The Grave by the Handpost
Jane Austen: Northanger Abbey Charlotte Brontë: Jane Eyre Emily Brontë: Wuthering
Heights Guy de Maupassant: The Horla Horace Walpole: The Castle of Otranto William
Thomas Beckford: Vathek Matthew Gregory Lewis: The Monk Ann Radcliffe: The
Mysteries of Udolpho The Italian Théophile Gautier: Clarimonde The Mummy's Foot M.
R. James: Ghost Stories of an Antiquary A Thin Ghost and Others Ambrose Bierce:
Can Such Things Be? Present at a Hanging and Other Ghost Stories M. P. Shiel:
Shapes in the Fire Rudyard Kipling: My Own True Ghost Story The City of Dreadful
Night The Mark of the Beast… Stanley G. Weinbaum: The Dark Other Émile Erckmann
& Alexandre Chatrian: The Man-Wolf… Amelia B. Edwards: The Phantom Coach… Pedro
De Alarçon: The Nail Walter Hubbell: The Great Amherst Mystery Some Real American
Ghosts Some Chinese Ghosts…
“A love story as passionate and intelligent as it is beautiful.” -Alta Hensley, USA
TODAY bestselling author I’ve seen the way he looks at me. The Captain. The
unquestioned leader of this ship. A ship I wish to be free of. A man I want to be as far
away from as my legs might carry me. The society he’s designed, the rules, the
endless battle of wills... Yes, I’ve seen the way he looks at me. I’ve felt his fingertips
brush my skin. Heard his laugh. Experienced his smile. One that’s only for me, and
only in secret. And I know what he wants. He told me himself that everyone has to pay;
that all who survived the fall of civilization were culpable. That’s how he justifies the
decisions he’s made, the necessary evils he allows to take place on this ship… all in the
name of a greater good. And it’s why I resist the starved way his gaze drinks me down.
Why I can’t be had at any price. SWALLOW IT DOWN is an angst-ridden, enemies to
lovers romance, boasting a strong female lead and a swoon worthy hero. This
standalone features an HEA that will keep you turning the page all night.
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After Trayten disappeared from Dorset in the winter of 1901, Katherine spent the
next eight years searching for him. She never imagined she would find him like
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this: confined to a wheelchair on the island of Alderney with no memory of her or
their turbulent past. Now, the brilliant painter who once loved her is a hollow shell
of the man she once knew. But Katherine is determined to restore Trayten’s
memory, uncover the mystery of his disappearance, and obtain absolution for her
calamitous past mistakes. She will contend with his resistance to recovery and
also with Marian, the possessive caretaker who is unwilling to let him go.
Convinced she can find restoration, Katherine will try to bring Trayten back,
clinging to the belief that love, like the spring, will unfailingly conquer the coldest
of winters.
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